The IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics reported that spending on specialty pharmaceuticals almost doubled from 2010 to 2015, and spending on this subset of drugs was responsible for 70% of overall drug spending growth during this timeframe.

In 2015, spending on these medications reached $150 billion, a more than 20% increase from 2014. Drug spending is anticipated to continue to increase and specialty drug sales will reach $402 billion — 47% of prescription drug spending — by 2020.

As these specialty medications become more widely available and prescribed, strategies to control spending are of paramount importance.

Defining specialty drugs

Specialty medications can be small molecules or complex biologics. In general, these medications treat complicated, potentially life-threatening conditions such as cancer, hepatitis, nervous system or blood disorders, and autoimmune conditions. Specialty drugs may also be used to treat more common chronic disease states such as asthma or rheumatoid arthritis.

General characteristics of a specialty drug include: a limited distribution network, close patient monitoring, requirements for special handling, a high cost per unit or treatment course, and/or use only in a unique patient population. For 2017, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) defines a specialty medication as a drug which costs more than $670 per month.

National Pharmaceutical Services (NPS) defines a specialty medication on the basis of having two or more specific attributes as described in the box to the left. Despite variations in the definition of a specialty drug, there is a general consensus regarding which medications are in the specialty category.
Conditions managed by specialty drugs

Specialty drugs primarily treat complex chronic conditions including autoimmune diseases, cancer, hepatitis C, multiple sclerosis, etc.²

Autoimmune conditions

Autoimmune diseases encompass conditions including rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, and inflammatory bowel diseases (Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis). These diseases occur when the immune system inappropriately attacks healthy cells and tissues. These chronic conditions are frequently treated with complex, powerful medications, such as biologics, to dampen the immune system response.⁸,⁹

Many of these medications are specialty drugs (e.g., the biologics Humira and Enbrel). Spending on autoimmune diseases is rising and increased to $30 billion (+25%) from 2014 to 2015.¹⁰ Spending on this subset of specialty medications is not likely to slow as new agents are expected to gain FDA approval and currently approved drugs receive expanded indications.

Cancer

Oncology represents one of the fastest growing segments of the specialty market. From 2011 to 2015, annual U.S. spending on this class of medications increased from $24 billion to $39 billion.¹⁰ Spending growth in this category is expected to continue. Approximately half of the specialty products granted FDA-approval in 2015 received a cancer indication.⁶,¹¹

Many of these new agents are being developed to target specific cancer mutations, are approved in conjunction with a companion diagnostic test, and are indicated for use only in the population of patients who exhibit the specific mutation.¹² In addition, more cancer medications are oral capsules or tablets taken continuously until disease progression or side effect intolerance.¹³

Hepatitis C

In the last few years, approval of medications from a new class of hepatitis C drugs — the direct-acting antiviral (DAA) agents — has changed the course of hepatitis C virus (HCV) treatment. These DAA agents allow treatment shorter regimens (~12 weeks), better tolerability (fewer side effects), and higher cure rates (90 to 100%). However, these improvements are more expensive. The cost of a 12-week treatment course with these new agents can range from $66,000 to $180,000, and spending on this subset of specialty drugs demonstrated a corresponding increase from $2.1 billion in 2011 to almost $19 billion in 2015.¹⁰,¹⁴

Multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated disease affecting the central nervous system (CNS), and can lead to disability.¹⁵ Numerous disease-modifying therapies have been approved by the FDA, and although they decrease the likelihood of experiencing MS symptoms, they cannot cure the condition.¹⁶

These therapies may be injected or taken orally. Regardless of the route of administration, patients receiving these medications generally require careful monitoring for potentially serious side effects. Since 2011, spending on this category of specialty medications has steadily increased.¹⁰
Other chronic conditions

Various chronic conditions — from severe asthma to bleeding disorders such as hemophilia — are also managed by specialty medications. Due to the high cost of medications for rare diseases like cystic fibrosis and inherited genetic conditions, many of these drugs are also considered specialty products. Nearly half of novel drug approvals in 2015 were for rare diseases.11

Managing specialty spending: The NPS strategy

NPS developed a multi-faceted approach to efficiently manage specialty drug spending. The components of the NPS strategy encompass utilization management, formulary management, benefit design management, specialty pharmacy partnership, and site of care management. All of these components allow for an integrated approach to control spending while allowing access to needed medications.

Utilization management

Includes management tools such as prior authorization and quantity limits.

- Prior Authorization: Ensures clinically appropriate use of medications supported by FDA-approved indications and clinical literature.
- Quantity Limits: Encourages safe and appropriate use; helps reduce waste.

Formulary management

The formulary is an approved list of medications prescription benefit plans use to achieve rational, cost-effective drug therapy.

Preferred products

Products determined to be both clinically appropriate and cost-effective; these medications usually have a lower cost to the patient to incentivize use. These products may include copycats of brand name products (generics) or highly similar biologic products (biosimilars).

Benefit design management

Further encourages the use of preferred products via specialty tiers (such as tier 1 – generics; tier 2 – preferred brands; tier 3 – non-preferred brands; tier 4 – preferred specialty; tier 5 – non-preferred specialty)

Specialty pharmacy partnership

These pharmacies specifically dispense specialty pharmaceutical products and provide additional services to patients, such as monitoring for side effects, training on administration of injectable drugs, and support for adherence.

Site of care management

Specialty medications can be covered under the pharmacy benefit or the medical benefit.

- Pharmacy benefit sites of care include retail pharmacies, home delivery pharmacies, and specialty pharmacies.

In 1990, only 10 FDA-approved drugs were considered to be specialty medications. By 2012, there were almost 300 specialty medications.2,5
Medical benefit sites of care include the physician's office, home infusion, infusion clinics, outpatient hospitals, and inpatient hospitals. NPS actively manages high drug costs, reviewing new generics and new biosimilar products and incorporating cost-saving strategies as appropriate. For example, the biosimilar, Zarxio® (filgrastim-sndz) was added to the standard NPS formularies and integrated into utilization management protocols as clinically appropriate. In addition, NPS has developed a multi-level approach to managing chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) medications, which includes the use of prior authorization and quantity limits to encourage appropriate utilization and reduce waste.

Future outlook

Prescription drug spending is not anticipated to decrease in the near future — over 2,320 novel therapeutic products are in the late phase pipeline. The areas of oncology, neurology, and dermatology have the greatest number of products in development, further demonstrating the need for properly managed specialty drug spending. One expert report has predicted healthcare spending in 2017 will increase only by the same amount as in 2016, as price increases are expected to be offset by an uptake in aggressive pharmacy benefit management negotiations (such as pay-for-performance reimbursement) and a plateau in the approval of blockbuster drugs (e.g., hepatitis C medications).

Regardless of predicted trends, specialty pharmaceutical products are here to stay, and proactive solutions are the cornerstone for controlling cost.
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